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Abstract
Vision-based interptelation of hand gesture had
lypically made use of high-level parametric models
representing the bodv parts such as arms, figures. palms
etc :rnd t l~circonnections no each other. Such 3-D modelbascd inrcrprctation has been successful In some case:
howcvcr. heavy computation makes this approach a veiy
djficull task. Recent ty appearance-based methods are
more widely used Tor their computational cfliciency. By
l a c of variable-order pararnetcrized models of image
rnotion and robust dominant motion regression. in this
paper. we propose n motion-based segmcntation scheme
to fealurc estnction of hand gestures. The proposed
scheme can dircctlv estimate image molion of an object in
two unsegmcnled imagcs and obtain fine segmentation of
that ob,iect rronr background a( Ihe same lime. Based on
intcr-framc lmagc morlon parameters and ihc fine
scgmenratlon. we can constnrcl various motion features.
sbapc fcat~ires,or h e i r combinations for thc purpose of
hand gesture interpretation. With t hcsc features 12 kind of
hand gcslurcs used i n our esperimcnt can be reIiablp
intenprercd.

points are the appearance changes catlscd by image
motion rarher than rbe static 3-D structures of linndlartn:
thereforcl [be!, are computationally cfl?cienl and more
widely used [4]. Damll uses a direct approach which
represents the object perfomling gesturcs wirh a 1.ector of
similarity scores to B set of 2D sp;~lial views (or 3D
spatio-temporal views). but it cannot bc espectcd to
perform generali7ation across ~lrultiplcusers or whcn a
single user performs a gesturc t liar is not \vcll modeled by
previously-secn spatial-temporal patrcms 151 Quek
computed the hand motion path (no recognition results).
)let shape or spatial informal~onwas losl 16). Cr~iel al.
proposed a Smmework that addresses three kc! aspects of
the hand sign ~nterpretation,111atis t hc hand shape. tlrc
location, and the movcment The framework has bccn
tested to recognize 28 different hand signs 17 1. In addition.
Black addrcsscs thc rnziltiplc afine motron estimations b!.
robust dominant rnotion regression in 181 and optical flow
estimation in segmented images using variablc-ordcr
parameterized rndcls with local deform;ltions in 191.

4~:mtinuou.Hand Gcsturc S k s m

1 Introduction
Alrhough automatic speech recognition has been a
topic or rcsearch for decades. i t bas onIy been in recent
years tllal t1let-c Itas been an increased interest in visual
~nterprdationof hand gesturcs [I 1. The key motivation for
visual interprelation of hand gesllircs is to introduce this
n ~ t u n land inruit~ve communication mode to human
computer interface (HCI). Besides that. visual
intcrprctation of hand gcstures can be applied to viflual
reality. 3-D design. releprcscnce. interact ion and
vraia t ization. medical research etc. Approaches to visual
interpretalion of hand gestures can aIso be directly
cs~cndedto interpretation of facial expression. tip-read~ng.
bodv gcsture interpretation, spat ial-lcmporal ltesture
classific~tion.image mosaics and contcnl-based image
datiibasc retrieval.
ApproacIles to interpretation of hand gcstures rall into
modeling
3nd 1110sebased on appearance changc modeling. Tlre 3-D
hand and arm models have often bcen a ctloicc b r hand
gesture nrodeling (2. 31. but Ilea7 computation make
ttiesc approaches a ver): difficult task and far away from
nppl icittion. Appearance-based approaches mainly address
how to recogni~c hand gesturcs directly from visual
appearance ctiangcs in Image sequences. Thcir focal
Iwo ma,jor groups: those based on 3-D handlam
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Figure I. Processing arcl~itectureof on-line hand gcslurc
intcrprctation system
Our approach klongs to the sccond group. Compared
with ptevious work, first. we propose a new method for
motion estimation in two unsegmented images using
variable-order parameterized rnodcls of image motion and
robust regression. Second. we s110w how the cstjrnatcd
motion parameters can be combined to rnadcl appearance
changes in image sequences. Third. we propose to
integrate motion. shape, and resture information to
perfom segmentalion and interprctalion of hand gcstures

system for

Finally. we dernonslmze an on-line
inrerpretat~onof twelve hand gestures.

Fig.1 pmsents an overview of the prmssing
architccturc of our on-line hand gesture interpretation
?stern. Base on the appearance change in an image
sequence. the first step roughly detects whether there is a
predefined hang gesture conrained in the current sequence.
I T Zlle first step determined that there exists one hand
gcmurc. thcn tl~csccond step begins ro work imrnedialelv.
It performs hand gesture verification bv shape and texture
analysis of the kc); mask image of [he gesturing hand
generated by the first step. I f the first step detects and the
second step verifies that a hand gesture does appear in the
image sequence. then the motion and shape iealurcs.
gcncrated by the two steps, wiI1 be delivered to the third
srep (hand gesture recognizer) lo finally determine the
type of rlle gescurc,
In the fallowing section, we describe motion
cstimalion in two unsegmented images. Modeling
appearance cl~angein image sequences is given in Section
3. Hand gesture segmentation and interpretation
algorithms are esplained in Section 1.Section 5 gives an
csanlplc of motion estimation and experimental results
arc arranged in Smion 6. Tlre article is concluded in
Secrion 7.

2 Motion Estimation in Unsegmented Images
Parameterized Modes of Image Motion
The w-ell-know parametenzed models of image
rnotion arc thc rans slat ion model. the afine model and the
planar model I101. For cxarnple. the aITine model can be
written as

Where tl~e n, are constants and where

~ r ( x , y )and

v(x, y ) are the horizontal and vertical components of
the flolr at t h e irnage point x = (x, y ) . For convenience
of notation u-e define

the &~ne and [he planar models described above. Givcn
the model o i image molion we employ robusl regression
scheme [8j to recover those parameters. To cope with
large motions a coarse-to-fine strarcg [ 101 is used.

Motion Estimation by Twice Robust Regressions
As identified by I 1 11, the main goal of robust statistics
is to recover the structure (in our case tlie pammctcrized
models of image motion) that best fits the majoriv of xhc

data while identifying "jnliers" and rejecting "outliers" or
"deviating substructures".
To do motion estimation in two unsegmented images.

we explore the use of variable-order parameterized ~nodcls
of image motion and robust dorninanl motion regression.
Tllc prop~sedmethod consists of ttva steps (for del-dl'1 s sce
r in ;1 coarse
[12]). In the first stcp. our goal is obr?'

segmentation of the moving object from complcs
background. Since \+e assume the background mainrains
static roughly. we perform the first robus1 regression xvi\l~
the full image as the region of analysis and with choosing
the translalion model. The regrcsscd dominant rndion
should be (actually is) the motion of the background since
most pixcls belong to the background. Once l l ~ edominant
motion has been determined w
e can obtain a coarse
segmentation (including some noise points) of the moving
object from the background by analyzing the residual, that
is by identifying out licrs according zo the result of Zbe
translation regression.

The goal of the second step is to achieve accurate
motion estimation and fine segn~enlationof the object at
the same time. We use a 2-D a n e model or planar model
of image motion to approuimatc the projected 3-D
motions of the object onto the image pplanc. This
assumption is \?slid when the difference in depcb caused
by the rnolion is small relative to the distance of !he object
from the camera. With the coarse segmentation of rl~e
moving object as our new analysis region and with the
affine or planar model, we perform the second robust
regression. Since almost all pixcls belong lo !he moving
objcct at this time the regressed motion is the motion of
that object. At the same time, we can achieve a Fne
segmentation of the moving object by identilying inliers
and rejecting outliers according to the result of Zhc sccond
regression. Therefore, we can attain accurate motion
estimation in unsegmented images by using variableorder-parameterized models of image motion and robust
regression.

3 Modeling Appearance Changes in Image

Sequences
TJ = (9,.fll,az,a3.a4,aSlag,a7)T.
such rllaf u(x* = XCx)T. u(x*A) = X(x)A and
o(x, P) = X(x)P represent. respectively. the tmnstation,

Since we consider only hand gaturns performed
purposefully by the user. gestures must be deliberately
aimed at the machine's vision svstern. This eIirnlnates
most of the problems of three-dimensional occlusron and

disocctusion from [he modeling process. Given an image
sequcnce conraining a hand gesture, Let T represents the
lemporal lengh of the sequence (numberof frames in tllc
sequence) and let I , (I = 1.2 ...,T) be the I th frame
image. Let m[t] be the motion vector belween frame
and frame I , ,

, . As dcscribcd in 1131. the pararnetcrs

a,

of image motion modcls have simple interpretations in
tcnns of irnagc motion. Wc can cxpress horizontal
translation ( 11 ). vertical translation ( v ). isotropic
espansion ( e ), defonnation (d 1. rotation about the
\viewing direction ( r ). yaw ( y ), and pitch ( p as

!I=

n,,: v

=

a,;e

=

a,+a,: d

=

.r, but not more than 1;.
As described above. We can segment out Ihc moving
region according to the result of rnolion est mat ion. ARcr
eliminating isolated points and filling in l~olesin thc

moving region. a mask image of the moving object froin
IWO consecutive frames can be created.
Suppose an image sequence containing a hand gesturc
has been detected by d ~ efirst szcp. thc second step bcgins
to work immediately. Bascd on Ihc number o f points
contained in a mask image the key mask imagc that besl
rcprcsents thc hand sl~apcof the corscsponding gesture is
selected from tlie rnask i l n a g scquencc. Then wc pcriorm
verification of lrancl gestures by shape and texture nn;jlysis
o f the key enask i m a g ,
every

a,-a,
Given a training set of isolaled hand gestures. we
crcate an appearance change rcfercnce template for cnch
hand gesture by a minimax type o f optimE7~1ionbased on

So we can model the inter-frame appearance change by
the Euclidean distance 1 141. Ttien template-based
definrnga motionvector m [ t ] as [ ~ d , v , e , d , r , ~ , ~ r ctassiiicat ion lecllniquc is employcd to pcrfozrn
interpretation of hand gestures
Wc asscrt i tiat tllcrc exists a consistent appenmnce
c k n n p in the seqricncc if tllc angles between two
5 Motion Estimation Example
consccufivc motion vectors m[13 and m[t + 11 are. less
[ban n predzfined threshold 0,, In order to eliminate
variation of gesturing sate in thc scqucnce. we model t i c
appearance change In the sequence as a weiglited and
narmalised summation over all these inier-frame
appearance changes. thal is,
f-I

\vl~erc M is 11ic appearance change in the sequence (we
name it werall image motion representation). m is a
wvcigllt veclor, and '"
represents inner product
opcralion.
I'

4 Gesture Segmentation and Interpretation
C~r~linuous
hand gesture inlerprctation is much harder
rltan isolarcd hand geslure recognition. Tlwre i s no siIenm
between the hand gcsturcs, so segmentation of hand
gesuure st rcarns is an unsolved difficult task. In this paper.
wc propose a two-step segmentation approach to address
this problc~n partially. The proposed two-step
xgmentarion approach consists of motion-based detection

2.
3.
4.

The moving object dmsn't move from surround
toward center of the image.
There esisr a consistent appearance change in the
sequence;
Tbc temporal lengtll of the sequence is longer than

(S)
~ h )
Figure 2: An example of motion eslimation.
A motion estimation example is shown in Fig. 2 whcre

( a ) and (b) are the 2nd and 3rd frames in an imagc

sequence containing an "mwe up" hand gesture. The
inliers identified according to the result of the first
tr:inslalion motion regression is sltown as gray pixel and
the outliers as dark prsels in (c). The region consisting of
white piscts shown in (dl is the coarse segmentation of
111e gesturing hand. The parameters computed by the
second regression with the s i n e model are f-0.3644.
0.0040. 0.0066.-2.2835, -0.00
12. -0.0086, 0, 01. So rhc
motion vector between the two images is (-0.3644.
2.2835. -1k.3730, -0.0052. -0.3558, 0, 0). The fine
segmentation of the gesturing hand (inliers identified
accordtng to thc rcsult of the second regression) is shown
as white pisels in (e). and outliers in (f). The imagc
sllown in ( g ) is a thresIiolded difference irnagc between (a)
and (b). The image shown in (h) i s the key mask image of
the band gesture. Compared (e) with (g), it is obvious that
thcre arc lnnnv noise pisels in (g) but Ccw in (e).

-

6 Experimental Results
Wc conceive to use hand gestures as a 3-D pointing
dcvice for more natural and inruitive HCI. So the twelve
hand gestures used in our demonstsation system are
"move up". "move down", move left", 'hove right".
"move Brther", "'move ncarer". "yaw lefl", "yaw rightt1.
"curl clockwise". "curl counterclockrvise". "pitch down".
and "pitch up".
We carried out a large set of experiments to verify and

evaluate Ihe effectiveness of the overall image motion
representarions and the rccognitjon procedure proposcd in
rh~spaper. We ask ten subjects to perform the tweIve hand
gcsti~resin front of a digitalcamera. From zhesc subjects
n7ecollected a training set of I20 image sequences. Each
seqmnce is aboul one second long and contains one hand
gesture. Images are 160 x 120 pisels with 256 grayIcvel (~~akcn
at liOHz). Time for recognition of one hand
gesture is 5s or so on a PI1 (266Hz) PC. Average
recognition rate achieved on the training set is over 92%.
Average recognition rate attained on on-line hand gesture
interpretation ?stern is over 85%.

7 Conclusion
Based on variable+-der parameterized mdets of
image rnorlon and robust regression. in this paper we
presented a dircct method of motion eslimalion in
unsegmented images and show how to integrate motion.
shapc. and testure information to perform segmentation
and interpretatron of hand gestures. Our on-line ystem

dernonsr rates the effectiveness of the proposed methods
and show that the twelve hand gestures can be recognized
with high accuraq based on the proposed merhods.
Choice of variable-order parameterized models of image
motion enables cficient motion computazions and is
nun~crically stablc. In addition. with robust regrcssion
erroneous rncasusenlents at motion boundaries are treated

as outliers and their influence is reduced. To improve
recognition rate further, we plan to deline more
descrirninative shape features to create more descriptive
appearance change models in the future.
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